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Abstract
RLDesigner is a new reinforcement learning (RL) environment where agents are trained to design space layouts. Space
layout planning (SLP) refers to transforming space elements to satisfy some design objectives. It is an important step in
different design processes such as designing architectural elements in practice, and video games. It ensures the efficient
use of space while considering the functional and aesthetic aspects of the design. Architectural elements, constraints,
and objectives are so diverse making the SLP a complex problem that challenges conventional optimization approaches.
There has been some research trying to address the SLP problem using RL; however, none of them well grasped either
RL or architecture (ARCH) communities’ attention because they are limited to simple design scenarios and more importantly are not open-source. This paper proposes a novel partitioning approach in order to frame the SLP as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) to be addressed by RL methods. In this paper, we explain different components of the environment including state-space, action-space, and the reward function. In addition, we define a few design scenarios and
report baseline results achieved by the standard PPO algorithm. The RLDesigner is an OpenAI Gym compatible environment that allows easy use of different RL, particularly Deep RL algorithms. Besides, it is a customizable environment
that enables the alteration of different parameters, architectural constraints, and geometrical and topological objectives
in order to compose new design scenarios. We publicly share the environment to encourage both RL and ARCH communities to use it for testing different RL algorithms or in their design practice. The codes are available in the following
GitHub repository https://github.com/RezaKakooee/rldesigner/tree/First_Paper.
Keywords: Deep Reinforcement Learning, Markov Decision Process, Spatial Layout Planning, Architectural Design,
RLDesigner

1. Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL), beyond its common applications such as playing video games and controlling dynamic
systems, has been adapted with various domains where sequential decision making is a key property of the problem
such as finance (Liu et al., 2021), healthcare (Yu et al., 2021), and self-driving cars (Kiran et al., 2021). Nonetheless,
applying RL methods in the design process has grasped less attention so far despite the similarity between the two.
Design is a key step in making physical things, yet it is difficult to find a single definition for the design process. In
the context of architectural design, one possible way is to consider the design process as a series of steps taken by
the designer to iteratively invent a new solution for a specific problem. By this definition, the design process consists
of two fundamental elements: form and context. The form is the design solution, and the context is an ensemble of
environmental constraints that need to be fulfilled (Alexander, 1964). The designer’s goal is to create a form that fits
various requirements of its context. The design process begins with an initial form which is born in the context and
alters the context in a series of steps until reaching the design objective.
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Reinforcement learning can address problems with a similar structure as the design process. RL is concerned with
training an agent to achieve a goal by interacting with the environment hosting the RL agent. The RL agent can be
considered as an artificial designer and the environment as the context. Both environment and context are entities
that determine the boundaries of the learning/design process. Like the design process, RL is centered around the
idea of trial-and-error learning to optimize a notion of the objective function. The goal of the RL method is to
learn a behavioral policy that instructs the agent which action to choose in every state of the environment that is
analogous to the series of steps that the human designer takes to construct a form. The behavioral policy that the
agent learns by interacting with the environment resembles the expertise a human designer learns throughout his/her
academic/professional journey.
Despite these similarities, the application of RL methods in the architectural design process has not yet been wellexplored. In this paper, we aim to frame the SLP which is a fundamental element in various design practices including
architecture as an MDP. This allows us to use RL as a generative design tool in designing the layout. Generative design
is partially or fully driven by autonomous systems to conduct design exploration in order to propose initial designs
that might inspire designers to create new and probably creative solutions.
Spatial layout planning is considered a challenging part of various design processes. It refers to shaping, arranging, and
dimensioning space elements to satisfy geometrical, topological, and performance constraints while following certain
objectives (Jo and Gero, 1995). It finds patterns of 2D subdivisions on urban, building, apartment (floor plan), and
even on element (room, wall, etc.) scales. Similar geometric challenges appear in all these scales for subdividing an
existing region into parts to achieve a specific set of properties, such as predefined areas, neighborhoods, proportions
(aspect ratio of rooms), etc. This paper aims to address this kind of problem by strategically focusing on the floor plan
scale.
In the floor plan scale, the SLP is an important part of the early design phase because it highly affects the building
efficiency and end-user comfortability and determines the top-level spatial structure of a building from the early stages
of the design process (Granadeiro et al., 2013). Due to innumerable alternatives in configuration, finding feasible
layout design solutions falls in the NP-complete category, for which finding an optimal solution might be impossible
(Gero and Kazakov, 1998).

2. Related works
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to support the automatic generation of floor plan layouts,
including but not limited to shape grammars (Stiny, 1980), graph synthesis (Levin, 1964), and evolutionary strategies
(Dillenburger et al., 2009). A good overview of those can be found in these two papers (Calixto and Celani, 2015) and
(Veloso et al., 2019).
Moreover, numerous attempts have emerged over the last few years to apply machine learning algorithms to architectural applications such as supervised Bayesian networks to design residential building layouts (Merrell et al., 2010),
self-organizing maps for clustering floor plans (Dillenburger, 2016), interior design (RACEC et al., 2016), measuring
similarities between architectural designs (Yoshimura et al., 2019), 3D architectural form style transfer (Zhang and
Blasetti, 2020), topology optimization of building facades (Bernhard et al., 2020), and house style recognition (Yi
et al., 2020).
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and its different extensions have been also utilized
to design floor plans, such as generating residential plans in the style of the architect Le Corbusier (Newton, 2019),
generating real-time floor plans incorporated with user interaction (Chaillou, 2019) and creating floor plans for input
spatial adjacency graphs (Nauata et al., 2021). Although these approaches can synthesize space layouts according to
some design constraints, particularly topological constraints, they tend to generate new samples that are similar to the
training examples.
A few studies have been carried out on applying RL in architectural design (Xie et al., 2013; Ganin et al., 2018; Bapst
et al., 2019; Akizuki et al., 2020), and in the floor plan design. As one of the first attempts, researchers used RL
to learn the best sequence of shape grammars to design floor plans (Ruiz-Montiel et al., 2013) and later extended
their approach to designing small single-family dwellings that satisfy habitability and energy efficiency requirements
(Mandow et al., 2020). Their proposed method, however, highly depends on defining shape grammar rules in the early
steps of the training process which is not straightforward.
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The Monte-Carlo Tree Search approach was used to design floor plans under dense adjacency and non-adjacency
constraints resulting in a scalable and time-efficient approach (Shi et al., 2020). However, their framework is limited
to only rectangular rooms and plans. Recently, multi-agent deep reinforcement learning (MARL) has been employed
to synthesize spatial configuration (Veloso and Krishnamurti, 2021). In their framework, each agent represents a
specific spatial partition exploring the environment and communicating with each other to achieve certain objectives
related to satisfying some geometrical and topological constraints. However, their approach relies on the assumption
that the outline is not restricted to a certain shape and size.

3. The RLDesigner Environment
3.1 Markov Decision Process
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning method that consists of an agent interacting with its surrounding
environment to learn how to behave to achieve a goal. This interaction can be formulated under the Markov Decision
Process (MDP) (Sutton and Barto, 2018) which includes the tuple (S, A, P, R, γ) where S represents the state of the
environment, A refers to the actions available in each state, P represents the state transition probabilities, R refers
to the reward function and γ is the discount factor which determines the importance of distant reward compared to
immediate reward. Markov property emphasizes that the action the agent takes only depends on the current state, not
historical ones. Indeed, the current state carries on historical information as well.
In order to frame the SLP as an MDP, we need to define each of the MDP components. Figure 1 shows a spatial
layout consisting of an outline, which determines the border of the plan, and some walls that together create some
rooms. In literature, there are two approaches to making such a layout: occupying the layout by placing rooms and
partitioning the layout by drawing walls (Veloso et al., 2019). In the former, some space elements like rooms are being
placed inside the layout. In the latter, some walls are drawn to partition the space. In both approaches, the goal is to
optimize objective functions with respect to some constraints that will be discussed later. In this paper, we only focus
on the partitioning approach as our primary trial-and-error investigations revealed that it is more promising due to its
exploratory capability.

Figure 1: A sample layout consist of a few space elements

Traditional partitioning approaches are based on rectangular dissection shown in the first row of Figure 2. This
approach has a few drawbacks: 1- unavoidable long wall starting from one side to the other side of the plan (Figure
2.d), 2- only can create rectangular sub-regions and cannot create concave polygons, 3- it cannot create plans like the
one shown in Figure 2.e (Shi et al., 2020).
In order to overcome these shortcomings, we propose a partitioning approach named laser-wall. A laser-wall, which
can be a straight wall or an angled-wall, consists of two parts: a hard part including two segments making the base of
a wall, and a soft part including two segments that extend the base wall to create a complete wall as shown in Figure
3.b. When a base wall is placed in the plan (the blue segments in Figure 3.b), it emits the light from both segments
to extend them (the red segments in Figure 3.b) until the lights hit either a surface with a higher infiltration rate, the
hard part of a wall, or the outline. A laser-wall also has a few specifications. First, a laser-wall has a certain infiltration
rate. The more the rate is the stronger the light is in cutting the other lights. Second, the light cannot infiltrate into the
base walls (the hard part of the walls) and the outline. Figure 3-b shows a base wall in blue and its lights (extensions)
in red. By this definition, each laser-wall has five important coordinates: the anchor point which is the center of the
base wall, two radiation points which are the front of two segments of the base wall from which the lights radiate, and
3
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two endpoints which are the points the lights hit other walls or the outline. By this partitioning approach, we can now
explain how to frame this procedure as a MDP.
The RLDesigner supports both single-agent and multi-agent environments. In the single-agent environment, the design
starts from an empty plan and a certain number of required walls. Then, in each timestep, an RL agent places a laserwall inside the plan to partition the plan. The planning terminates when all walls are being placed. As the single-agent
environment includes static walls, we name the single-agent environment as one-shot planning.
In the multi-agent environment, each wall represents an agent, and each agent is responsible for creating a room. For
example, the kitchen agent is responsible for creating a kitchen with some properties like a 20m2 area. The design
starts with an initial plan including some randomly placed laser-walls. Then, in each timestep, a single agent takes
an action (discussed below) in order to change the plan hoping to make it better with respect to the design objectives.
Thus, the multi-agent environment consists of dynamic laser-walls which can be transformed within the layout. The
multi-agent planning terminates when all design objectives are satisfied.
When a wall is drawn, it partitions the space into two sub-spaces that might have different areas. We assign the smaller
area as the corresponding area to the drawn wall. For instance, imagine in Figure 3.b, the wall is responsible for
creating a kitchen (kitchen wall). After drawing the wall, we assign the kitchen to the top-left area. The bigger part of
the plan is left for creating the other rooms.

Figure 2: The first row shows partitioning the plan by rectangular dissection. The second row provides two examples
to visualize the shortcomings of rectangular dissection. Left plan shows unavoidable long wall, and the right one
shows a plan that is unachievable by rectangular dissection)

Figure 3: One-Shot Planning. Partitioning the plan with laser wall
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3.2 Action-Space
Single-Agent Action-Space: In the single-agent environment, the action space can be defined as selecting a wall
from the wall library (consisting of six walls as shown in Figure 3), choosing an infiltration rate (an integer number
normalized in [0, 1, . . . , 9], and picking a coordinate in order to place the base wall. After placing the base wall,
the light will be emitted automatically from the two segments to make a complete wall. The number of coordinates
depends on the plan resolution. Each learning episode terminates when all required walls are placed in the outline.
The number of walls depends on the number of rooms we want to create. Figure 3 shows the one-shot planning. Note
that the last wall (the brown one) cut the first wall (the red one) because we assumed that the infiltration rate of the last
wall is greater than the first one.
Multi-Agent Action-Space: In the multi-agent setting, the planning begins with some laser-walls randomly placed
within the plan in a predefined order. The learning process includes transforming the base walls in order to reach the
design objective. Each agent can take one of the following actions in a timestep: rotating the base wall through ∓90◦ ,
rotating only one segment of the base wall through ∓90◦ , moving the base wall one cell to left, right, up, and down,
flipping the base wall horizontally and vertically, and choosing an infiltration rate. Figure 4 shows how multi-agent
planning is executed when the infiltration rate of all walls are the same.

Figure 4: Multi-Agent Designing. (a): The layout design begins with three walls placed in random coordinates with
this order: brown, magenta, and blue. Each agent owns the smaller region that it creates. (b): The blue agent rotated
its right segment through 90◦ CW. (c): The magenta agent rotated its left segment 90◦ CCW.
3.3 State-Space
The state-space, as a part of the environment, is the playground of the RL agents. The agents live in the state-space
and take actions to change the state sequentially, hoping to maximize the cumulative reward. The state-space can be
viewed from two perspectives: from the RL agents’ perspective, who take actions according to the state to achieve the
design objectives, and from the environment’s perspective to evaluate the agent’s performance based on the quality of
the designs. Thus, both agents and the environment need to perceive the state to make a decision.
In this environment, we divide the plan into a 2D grid of discrete cells out of which the state can be defined in two
ways: image representation where the state is the RGB image of the plan, and feature vector representation which
includes the coordinates of each wall, the distance between five important points of each wall and the other walls, the
distance between five important points of each wall and the four main corners of the outline.
The grid representation determines how different actions can be implemented in the plan. For example, in the multiagent setting when an agent takes the action up, it moves only one cell toward the north. The grid resolution has a high
impact on the whole framework performance, as the higher resolution the plan has, the more accurate design solution
will be achieved. Nonetheless, high resolution increases the number of actions as well which can have negative effects
on the learning process. For instance, in the single-agent setting one action is to select a coordinate (or cell) to place
the selected base wall. Naturally, if the resolution is high, it means that there are more coordinates that can be chosen.
State-space for both single-agent and multi-agent environments are the same; however, in the multi-agent setting the
state-space is highly volatile because of two reasons. First, the order the agents take action matters so that the statespace representation could be different even for the same wall configuration as shown in the first row of Figure 5. The
wall configuration is the same in both plans, however, in the left one the walls order is brown, magenta, blue, while
in the right one the order is brown, blue, magenta. Second, as explained before, each wall can partition the remaining
space into two sub-regions and we always assign the smaller area as the corresponding area of that wall. This leads to
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the situation that we call it the switching effect. To understand the switching effect consider the second row of Figure
5 and imagine the left plan is the current state of the environment and it is the blue agent’s turn to take an action.
Let’s assume the blue agent decides to rotate its left segment through 90◦ CCW. Since we assign the small area to the
agent, the blue agent owns the blue region shown in the right plan. Thus, the area of the blue agent suddenly switches
from the top (Figure 5.c) to the middle of the plan (Figure 5.d). This high volatility makes the learning process more
difficult but creates more opportunities because, firstly, the order of the wall can be embedded in the learning process
by defining a master agent (can be also called laser-man) which learns what is the best order for the walls in each state
of the environment. Secondly, the switching effect allows the agent to rapidly switch to other parts of the solution
space that otherwise might need a lot of actions to be reached. Moreover, the area assigning is a task that can be
embedded in the learning process as well so that the agent itself decides to own the small area or the big one. This is
a relevant learning task as in many design scenarios we might need to create large rooms.

Figure 5: Challenges of the multi-agent designing. The first row shows how the order of walls can change the ultimate
layout. The second row displays the switching effect causing a highly fragile state-space.
3.4 Reward Function
The reward function is a function in which all design objectives and constraints are embedded. Several geometrical
and topological objectives can be considered in spatial layout design such as desired area and proportion of rooms,
adjacency constraints, day-light requirements, location, and orientation of different space components, and so on. In
the current version of the environment, we have only included area and proportion. Further criteria will be added in
the next versions.
According to the mentioned criteria, we define multiple reward functions such as constant sparse reward and shaped
reward defined in equations 1 and 2, respectively.
R,
if |A − A∗ | ≤ Ath
−R, otherwise

(1)

|A − A∗ |,
if |A − A∗ | ≤ Ath
−|A − A∗ |, otherwise

(2)


r=


r=

Where A and A∗ are the area created by the agent and the desired area, respectively. Ath is the area threshold
representing the max difference between the desired area and generated area that the environment still positively
rewards. R is a constant positive number. We have defined more reward functions which can be found in the repository.
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3.5 Exploratory Capabilities of Laser-Walls
One of the key challenge when using the RL method is what is called exploration. Exploration conventionally refers
to the learning policy’s ability to explore different parts of the environment hoping to find a better sequence of actions
that results in more rewards compared to the situation where the agent tends to take only those actions that have
been historically proven to be good actions. This form of exploration is related to the behavioral policy of the agent.
Nonetheless, exploration could have a secondary form that is related to the environment’s capacity in allowing the RL
agent to explore it. Imagine a standard grid-world environment, where the start point is somewhere close to the center
of the grid and the goal point is on the top-right. If the agent action set does not include action right, no RL algorithm
will be able to find the goal point even with a very high exploration rate. This phenomenon happens when the solution
space is wide but the action set is limited.
Spatial layout planning is among those environments that have a large solution space, particularly when the number of
spatial components increases. This becomes even worse when the layout itself has an non-convex shape and there are
multiple objectives that enlarges the solution space. Thus, finding the optimal solution not only needs more exploration
but also requires smart actions that enable the agent to get to the heart of the solution space in order to find the optimal
one. The laser-wall concept introduced above is a smart tool in the hand of the RL designer to find a solution in a
powerful way.
As described, the proposed laser-wall has some properties that enables conveniently translating the SLP to a MDP
allowing us to deal with this form of planning by RL-based approaches. Laser-wall properties empowering the RL
agent to partition the plan in diverse architecturally acceptable configurations. It overcomes the challenges that the
rectangular dissection approach is faced with, and has the ability to explore a large solution space. The hard segments
of the wall ensure the stability of the wall when it is under the exposure of the other walls (as explained the light cannot
permeate the hard part of the wall), and the soft part allows the other walls to change the current state of the layout
configuration which ease exploring the solution space.

4. Experiment
The developed environment is customizable, and highly flexible in generating different design scenarios. The parameters like the number of desired walls (or rooms), desired area for each room, design objective alternatives, and the
shape of the outline can be adapted to generate a new design scenario. In this section, as the proof of concept, we
define a few design scenarios to check both environment flexibility and RL performance in reaching the design goal.
The outline of the plan in our environment is not always rectangular but can be easily changed to non-rectangular
shapes by simply masking one or multiple part(s) of the plan as shown in Figure 6. Masked regions are those the
agent is not allowed to place any spatial component in. The size of the plan is also a changeable parameter of the
environment. In the scenarios defined in this paper, the plan is always a grid of 20 ∗ 20 cells.
In this paper, we define eight design scenarios under the single-agent environment setting. The only design objective
is to satisfy the desired room areas as shown in Table 1. In all scenarios, Ath = 4, the constant sparse reward function
is used, and the infiltration rate of all walls is the same meaning that the action space of the agent reduces to only
selecting a wall from the wall library and picking a coordinate to place the wall.

Scenario ID
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6
Scenario 7
Scenario 8

Number of walls
3
3
6
6
7
7
10
10

Desired areas (m2 )
{119, 76, 53, 73}
{ 71, 66, 50, 142}
{ 41, 35, 32, 38, 26, 55, 65}
{ 67, 41, 44, 38, 34, 58, 63}
{38, 48, 50, 23, 57, 37, 43}
{65, 28, 48, 30, 51, 29, 33, 86}
{16, 35, 38, 18, 32, 18, 35, 43, 26, 21, 33}
{33, 19, 23, 46, 43, 47, 47, 26, 24, 39, 49}

Table 1: Eight simple design scenarios for testing the single-agent environment.
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RL consists of various algorithms that can be categorized as model-based RL (MBRL) and model-free RL (MFRL)
algorithms according to the availability of the environment model for the agent. The former represents the prospective
goal-directed mechanism in the brain and the latter represents retrospective habitual learning. The goal-directed mechanism either has access to the environment model or can learn a cognitive map via the interaction with the environment
and utilize it for planning (Kakooee et al., 2021).
As here we encounter a planning problem and the model of the environment can be available for the agent, both MBRL
and MFRL can be used. Nonetheless, in this paper, we use a MFRL algorithm called Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017). PPO is a policy gradient method that aims to update the policy parameters gradually
by the data collected through interaction with the environment; in contrast to value-based methods that learn a kind of
value function to obtain the policy. Some major drawbacks of pre-PPO policy gradient methods are destructively large
policy updates, requiring hyperparameter tuning, and a hard optimization process due to the use of KL-divergence.
The PPO alleviates these shortcomings by introducing a clipped surrogate objective while ensuring exploration by
embedding an entropy term into the objective function. In this paper, we use Ray-RLlib (Liang et al., 2018) implementation of PPO which supports both single-agent and multi-agent environments, and discrete action space. The policy
network architecture and all hyperparameters are the default values of the PPO implementation of the RLlib.
In order to evaluate the agent performance we rely on the design solutions created by the agent. The evaluation is
based on the mean episode reward, the number of actions to find a solution, and the final design itself. Figure 6 shows
the performance of the PPO algorithms in the eight scenarios. The first and the third rows show how learning evolves,
and the second and fourth rows display the layout the agent created for each scenario.
As the learning curves show, the agent was able to find the best sequence of actions that maximizes the reward. As the
top-left shows, the episode length converge to its minimum values (the minimum length of each scenario is equal to
the number of walls) meaning that the agent was able to perfectly avoid taking bad actions after enough interactions
with the environment. In the single-agent environment, we consider the following actions as bad actions. Bad actions
lead to negative rewards but cannot change the state-space as the environment does not change the state when a bad
action is taken. Thus, the smaller the episode is the fewer bad actions the agent has taken. As the top-left figure shows
the episode mean reward and the episode mean length are symmetric this is because they have a simple symmetric
relationship. Hence, for the rest of the figures we only plot the episode mean reward.
The obtained design solutions are also matched with the area objectives of Table 1 so that the maximum difference
between the created area and desired areas is always less than Ath = 4. Indeed, the average deviation from the desired
areas over all scenarios is about 1.6m2 . Besides, the outline shape in each scenario is different than the others, but RL
agent learns to design for each given outline. The created rooms are also diverse in shape and size. We can see not
only rectangular rooms, but also L-shape and other non-convex shapes. As we only considered having desired areas
as the objective, the final designs are far from architecturally pleasent layouts, but still are promising and demonstrate
the capabilities of the proposed SLP framed as an MDP. This paper’s main goal was to introduce the RLDesigner
environment and show how RL can be used to design layouts.

5. Discussion and Future Directions
This paper presented the RLDesigner, a reinforcement learning (RL) environment for a general-purpose spatial layout
planning (SLP) which is considered as an important task in various design processes including architectural design
practices. The RLDesigner is an open-source, OpenAI Gym compatible, and customizable environment that allows
human designers to adapt different components of the environment to create new design scenarios that satisfy their
functional requirements. Inspired by the existing partitioning approaches, we proposed a novel space partitioning
approach, and described how a SLP can be framed as an MDP.
We also demonstrated baseline results achieved by training PPO algorithms on some design scenarios to satisfy certain
objectives with respect to some predefined constraints. The results show how useful RL is in designing the spatial
layout. Nonetheless, there are a lot of challenges that need to be overcome.
The major challenge is related to generalization. For each design scenario mentioned above, we need to train the RL
algorithm from scratch. Although the training is relatively fast (see Appendix A), training from scratch for every new
scenario is absolutely inefficient, particularly for complex design scenarios where there are many spatial components
and multiple constraints and objectives. Since there could be countless design scenarios, approaches like transfer
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learning, continual learning, and multi-task learning cannot be helpful either. The second major challenge is related
to the multi-agent setting. Our primary analysis shows that the PPO algorithm is not able to design even for simple
design scenarios in the multi-agent setting. This is mainly due to the complexity that having multi-agent adds to the
framework despite their high exploratory and potential emergent capabilities.
This is an ongoing research project, and overcoming these challenges is what we are now working on. We are investigating if enriching the observation space by including objectives and constraints information could help RL agents
to make an informative representation of the design problem. This way may allow us to train an RL algorithm once,
maybe with a large neural network, and use it for unseen scenarios without training it from scratch, or fine-tuning it. It
might even require developing a novel RL algorithm, indeed a SLP problem specific RL approach, that can cope with
complex and diverse layout design scenarios.
We are sharing the codes publicly to be used by both RL and architecture communities. For the RL community, it could
be a reasonable choice to test both model-based and model-free RL algorithms, also the environment supports both
single-agent and multi-agent settings. With simple design scenarios, it can also be useful for teaching purposes as the
physics behind the SLP is simple so anyone can understand it easily. Particularly, as the environment is customizable,
one can make new design scenarios for various purposes by simply changing some parameters. For the architecture
community, we have provided a framework that allows coping with the family of SLP in architecture by a learningbased approach, hoping it could lead to better knowledge sharing, evaluation opportunities, and ultimately to develop
more efficient layout design approaches.

Figure 6: The learning curves of PPO and the created plans for each scenario defined in Table 1
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Appendix A. Computational resources and source codes
Training PPO agent for each of defined scenarios takes about an hour on average on a single GPU machine with
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, AMD® Ryzen threadripper 2920x 12-core processor × 24, and 64 GiB RAM.
The codes of the environment and the RL agents are publicly available in the first author GitHub. The codes are also
attached to this paper as the supplementary materials.
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